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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Maria Margarita Ojeda Gutiérrez has contributed to the dictionary with 13 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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abogado
Enquiry to the Nobel award to evaluate the word lawyer. Own opinion that the use is incorrect Carlos has a problem of
legal, judicial or civil, commercial or criminal police goes to the lawyer, Carlos becomes the lawyer for whom this jurist
protecting. Concept lawyer natural or legal person for whom the lawyer or company preserves or sailing because some
police, judicial procedural criminal who can allegedly be involved, involved or accused in one thing and their different
causal. Concept Natural person and/or legal that merits or requires a professional of law for solvent you a legal, legal,
legal or police problem.

achacado
blamed it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Blamed" being its meaning:<br>Blamed infinitive verb blame
or blames the blame to another something happened. Achacoso person that is complaint of diseases Ej.Este type you
are blaming to his woman... EJ. My brother if achacoso, hurts all...

amermela
amermela is incorrectly written and should be written as " Amermelar " being its meaning: < /br > Amermelar means to
cheat, embellish ravelling and/or entice win the will of a person with false flattery and lies to get something from it:
expression Colombiana

comuneros
comunero is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Comunero" being its meaning:<br>Villager: People living in
communes or participants in the riots. Concerning commune is a form of social and economic organisation based on the
collective property ( social ) and in the Elimination of those traditional values family.

ductibilidad
ductility is incorrectly written and should be written as "Ductile or driver" being its meaning:<br>A ductile material is one
who serves as a driver notably of electric current. They are those made with minerals: copper, iron and aluminium.
Malleable to the action or effect of power generation

enajenación
Alienation theft or scam of form legal and/or legal of the property of a person to third by means of a power signed by a
jurist

ezkatetan
ezkatetan is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Spongers" being its meaning:<br>Kind is to climb one thing
over another. expression of spongers some blame someone innocent.

histerico
Hysterical comes of uterus: histologically. 1 uterus, hollow organ located in the pelvis between the bladder.
Hysterectomy: operation surgical that consists in removing the uterus total or partially. Therefore men / males do not
suffer from hysteria only women.

ir de farra
go from farra is incorrectly written and should write is as " fun, bunch, party " being its meaning: Farra fem. sing. Exit
Festival, entertainment or party very lively, especially if it is rampant or licentious.



moción de censura
motion of censure is incorrectly written and should be written as " Censor " being its meaning: censor infinitive verb
action of failing to prosecute or criticize negatively to people, facts, texts by immoral actions and/or noisy

pokemona
Pokemona is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Pokemon" being its meaning:<br>Pokemona is the feminine
of Pokemon Video game caricature of a bold and courageous young man. Pokemon is a franchise, which originally
began as an RPG game, but due to its popularity it has managed to expand into other entertainment media such as TV
series, games

restreado
Restreado the correct word is Resteo concept gamble, betting on everything will be fine or face value in a situation that
merits decision or worth the penaarriesgarse. EJ. I risk I game, Me the good looking, now that my country's chaos and
uncertainty jajaja ME RESTEO by VENEZUELA

webiar
webiar is incorrectly written and should be written as " Webear " being its meaning: Webear person that it uses the web
in search of information such as concepts, images and blog among others. Today they make each new Word verb.


